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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

You are getting this newsletter a bit early because I am leaving
for India shortly for a month. This also means the September
issue will be late but probably full of news from south Asia.
1. The A, B, C of writing
Fundraising appeals.     

2. My pick of the month:
     The video on the Great
     Ormond Street Hospital
     Children’s Charity’s website.

The A, B, C of writing
Fundraising appeals.

A is for Audience

Few writers get to talk to a charity’s donors. Fewer still ever know the real reason
why many loyal donors continue to give or why some, who did give to a charity
once, suddenly stop giving.
Witnessing a moderator talk to focus groups of loyal donors should be a must for
every writer.
In a survey no one ever says: “Gosh, I wish I would get more mail and e-mail from
charity X. I would like that.”
What you might hear them say is: “I give every December and they should know that
by now. And yet they keep blasting me with emails and appeals all year long,
knowing full well that I only give once a year. Just send me an annual reminder. By
mailing me all of these other letters, they just show that they don’t know me.”
CONTINUES ...
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Or from lapsed donors the words:
“I stopped giving when it took them more
than two months to acknowledge my
last gift.”

Here is a good example:

A writer’s goal is to know the charity’s
donor audience well…their interests and
why they relate or give to specific
programs.
Here’s another valuable hint, from
seasoned NFP writer Terry Favro: “If
nothing else take an opportunity to
interview someone who is directly touched
by the work of the organization, such as a
researcher, doctor, patient, parent of a
patient, etc.”

B is for Balance
The balance between informing
your donors about your charity and
the need to be donor-centric.

When refugees flee from their country
they leave behind a trail littered with
cholera victims who didn’t make it.
How many victims cholera claims is
anyone’s guess. The only thing they agree
on is the size of the task ahead.
The starving need food.
The diseased need medicine.
The homeless need shelter.
About the only organizations in a
position to help relieve the suffering are
relief organizations like ours.
Oxfam.
To do it, we need money. Every cent
you can spare.

CONTINUES ...
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So why are so many charity
communications still tedious, bland
and seemingly unable to imagine that
an actual person has to read them?

belong, at the heart of everything you do?
Can you meet their needs, reflect their
aspirations and values and give them the
opportunity to grow?

There are too many reasons: some
On the next page is an example of what
include over-complicated sign-off
writing with outrage sounds like:
processes, allowing every board member
to put in their two cents worth; or
those who harbour the wrong notion
that every communication needs to
reflect the charity’s mission statement.
But mostly, communications stop being
donor-centric because charities have
forgotten why they exist in the first place.
As charities grow, mission-creep sets in.
They do more things, in more ways, and
more people internally feel they have
a stake in every word they produce.
If you want to write powerful copy that
touches people’s hearts and is truly
donor-centric, you should go back to
the main reason why your charity
was formed in the first place.
Ask yourself: Can you still write with
the same passion, outrage or anger that
led to your founder(s) setting up the
charity?
Can you convey a laser-focused proposition
that has just one powerful goal?
Are you still putting your donors where they
PAGE 3
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Union Carbide, may
God forgive you
REPORT BY

INDRA SINHA
www.indrasinha.com

To the directors of Union Carbide: You have known for
more than ten years that your derelict factory in Bhopal
is lethally contaminated and that there was a threat of
toxic chemicals leaking into the ground water and thus
into our wells. You did not warn us. We found out from
your own secret documents after a court in New York last
month ordered you to hand them over. Because of your
gases, our people are ravaged by illness, but for years we
have puzzled why people who weren’t in Bhopal when
your factory blew up were getting ill with symptoms like
those of the gas survivors. You knew, but did not tell us.
What kind of people are you, to keep quiet when you must
have known that the poisons leaking into our water could
cause cancers and birth defects among the very same
people whose families your gases killed eighteen years ago?

and you threatened to cross-examine every one of
them. You asked the court to allow a day per witness.
It would have taken 1,500 years. Isn’t this why the
Supreme Court settled with you, so we would at
least get something before all of us were dead? You
ended up paying a pittance. Over eighteen years it
works out at enough to buy one cup of tea per day. It
doesn’t even buy aspirin. Meanwhile we were still
dying. How we died! To date, you have achieved at
least 20,000 victims.
You didn’t just take our loved ones. You took
our livings. Most of us worked very hard – pulling
loads, carrying things – long hours on meagre diets.
We were among the poorest people on earth, you
among the richest, but you turned us into beggars
and then turned your back on us.
You locked the gates of your factory and left.
But the stink still hangs there, eighteen years later.
You never bothered to clean it up. We know, you see,
WHEN YOU BUILT your factory, you promised us
because we’ve been in. We’ve gone through the gaps
it was for good. You told us – those of us who lived in
in the wall to stop our children playing among the
the shadow of your steel towers and could smell their
heaps of brown rocks that have tumbled from rotting
stench – ‘We are making kheti ki dawai, medicine for
tanks. They’re not rocks, they’re lumps of poison.
the fields’. You never said you were making poisons.
You’ve never been back – you didn’t come even
It’s eighteen years since that night, the night no
when our court ordered you to appear. You were
one who survived it will ever forget. You did not wake
Americans,
you said. Indian courts had no powers
with your eyes burning to tell your crying, innocent
over you.
children, ‘Go back to sleep darling, it’s only someone
Photo: Raghu Rai
So
you
don’t
know that in your factory, no birds
burning chilis.’ You weren’t there when it did not stop
sing. This isn’t magic. There’s nothing for the birds
and our lungs caught fire, as if someone had
to
eat.
The
ground
is poisoned. In many places,
thrust live coals down our throats. You
drops of mercury lie gleaming on the ground. In
weren’t with us when we fled from our houses
your
solar
evaporation
ponds are thousands of tons
into the yelling and screams and confusion,
of toxic sludge. When the rains turned them into
the cows running too and trampling us in
lakes,
children
used
to
splash in them and cows
their terror.
drank there. No more. Since we got hold of your
Where were you when we began falling,
secret
papers,
we
know
you filled the ponds
thousands of us, to lie like rag bundles, like
with some of the most dangerous chemicals
the sacks of poison you used to employ our
ever
made.
We
know
that
drinking from the
men to stack with bare hands in your factory?
wells you contaminated can cause cancers,
Only on that night did we learn the truth
liver
damage
and
birth
defects.
about that factory of yours. It was manufacIf it seems surprising that people who
turing death. The deaths you’d planned were
never went to school have taught themselves
those of insects, but you killed us instead.
chemistry and medicine, the reason is that we
Was there much difference, to you?
learned a long time ago to expect nothing
We saw you, coming from Shamla Hills
from the giant US corporation that killed
in your big cars, looking neither left nor
our families, ruined our lives and now hides
right as the gates of your factory opened and
like a toxic Jonah inside Dow Chemical’s
the guards saluted. You did not see us, our
whale. We had to help ourselves, so we started
houses, our lanes, shops, strings of washing, Carbide knew of the danger to water in 1989, but kept denying there was a problem.
our own clinic, where gas-affected people
signs for Ganesh Beedis and Shalimar Dry People did not know they were being poisoned until the Greenpeace report in 1999.
are treated free.
Cleaning. For you we didn’t really exist.
It is called Sambhavna, ‘possibility’, and
You certainly never treated us as people, because
is run for survivors by survivors – most of
Photo: Andy Moxon
you wouldn’t tell our doctors what had leaked or how
our staff are gas-affected. No one is turned
to treat it. You said these were ‘trade secrets’.
away. The poorest are welcomed with dignity. We
You were interested, but not in us. You sent a man
THEN POISON OUR DRINKING WATER
AIM A BLOWTORCH AT MY EYES
offer modern medicine along with traditional Indian
to Bhopal to question our doctors. We know all about
NEVER WARN US OF THE DANGER
POUR ACID DOWN MY THROAT
ayurveda. We pioneered the use of yoga breathing
him now, but for years he was a sinister legend. He’d
and massage for lung patients. (See www.bhopal.org)
STRIP THE TISSUE FROM MY LUNGS
CAUSE MONSTERS TO BE BORN AMONG US
worked with chemical weapons, hadn’t he? – testing
Sambhavna has just won the Margaret Mead
DROWN ME IN MY OWN BLOOD
MAKE US CURSE GOD
them on animals and people too. He was interested in
award, which is given to small groups of people who
the effects of cyanide. That’s why he came. Not to help
CHOKE MY BABY TO DEATH IN FRONT
STUNT OUR LIVING CHILDREN ’S GROWTH
make a real difference in the world. The prize also
us, but to watch us die and make notes about how long
OF ME , FORCE ME TO WATCH
SAY IT 'S NOTHING TO DO WITH YOU
belongs to the readers of this newspaper.
it took.
HER STRUGGLES AS SHE DIES –
DON ’T EVER SAY SORRY
Guardian readers gave the money to start
Your man didn’t stay to see what overtook us in
CRIPPLE MY CHILDREN , LET PAIN
FOR EIGHTEEN LONG YEARS IGNORE
Sambhavna and have kept it running for six years.
the months that followed, nausea, breathlessness,
Thank you, God bless your good hearts.
OUR CRIES AND TEACH ME
headaches, giddiness, aches that seemed to bend our BE THEIR DAILY AND ONLY PLAYMATE –
Our need this year is urgent as ever.
SPARE ME NOTHING
THAT MY RAGE IS AS USELESS AS MY TEARS
bones. He left, but these things didn’t. As months
The people we treat cannot be cured, but their
became years, you showed no further interest in us –
RUIN MY HEALTH SO I CAN NO LONGER
PROVE TO ME BEYOND ALL DOUBT
suffering
can be eased. Please be as generous as you
in our cancers, the epidemic of menstrual problems,
WORK OR FEED MY FAMILY –
THERE ’S NO JUSTICE IN THIS WORLD
were last year. We value your support as much as
the terrifying births – none of these things did you
WATCH US STARVE – SEE MY CHILDREN
YOU ARE AN AMERICAN CORPORATION
your
donation.
There may be no justice in this
ever enquire about. You never thought of us again.
DRINKING WATER AT NIGHT TO FILL
AND I AM A WOMAN OF BHOPAL
world, but there are a lot of good people.
You did your best to avoid paying compensation.
––––
the
survivor’s
poem
––––
THEIR
HUNGRY
BELLIES
That
alone
keeps
us alive.
Your gases injured half a million people in our city

torture me

FREEFONE 0800 316 5577 TO DONATE NOW WITH A CARD or visit www.bhopal.org/donations
‘There may be no justice in the world, but there are good people, and that alone keeps us alive’ - B H O PA L S U RV I V O R
1.
2.

3.

I’d like to give £5
£10
£20
£50
£100
£ 250
£500
£1,000
£3,000
£5,000
Other............
Here’s a cheque payable to PAN-UK(Bhopal Medical Appeal) / Please charge my credit/debit card. Valid from
/
Card No
Expiry date
/
Issue no. (Switch/Solo only)
Please Gift Aid my gift. (This increases its value at no 4. Please fill in your details and sign where indicated
Name..........................................................................................................
cost to yourself as we are able to claim back the tax you’ve
Address.....................................................................................................
already paid on it. Please tick the box if you can confirm
.....................................................................................................................
that you’ve paid UK Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax.)
.................................................................Postcode..................................
Please contact me about making a standing order.
Signature.......................................................Date..................................
I would like to receive email updates about Bhopal Email.........................................................................................................
(no more than one email every three or four months).

4.

Gua0904
Please post the completed form to:
Pesticide Action Network/Bhopal Account
49 Effra Road, FREEPOST, London SW2 1BZ
No stamp needed but if you use one it saves us the cost.
You can also donate direct to:

PAN-UK/Bhopal Account No 61752312, NatWest Bank,
Sort Code (60-03-36), 504 Brixton Rd, London SW2 8EB

Bhopal Medical Appeal
A PROJECT OF PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK UK, CHARITY 327215

CONTINUES ...
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In fundraising, empathy shouldn’t
just focus on beneficiaries, but
should also focus on your donors.
If you want donations to help fund
research, for instance, it’s likely your
donors will have known someone who
had the condition you’re researching, so
tell them that you know how they feel
BUT without using those actual words.
But never ever tell donors who may be
bereaved that you know how they are
feeling.
Example: Here is the letter I wrote
for Heart House Hospice after
interviewing Grace Belvedere.
Here’s how Grace, who had lost her
husband, James expressed it:

leaves a memory no one can steal.
So, don’t forget to tell your loved
ones how special they are to you.
Here’s wishing you and your family a
Happy Holiday!

C is for Creative (or Confessions)

-2-

hard for children to express the sense of loss they are feeling.

That’s why I love the events that utilize arts and crafts. It has given my
kids a way to express how much their Dad meant to them.

All the programs that Heart House Hospice provides are offered at
no cost to those who wish to use their services...but sadly the funds they
receive from the government are not enough to cover their expenses. So,
they rely on the generosity of people like you and me.
Ella and Lucas
Please consider making a year-end gift today. Simply mail back either a
one-time donation or, better still, select the monthly giving option. You
can even donate by calling Peter Mathewson at 905-712-8119 x 230 or
donate online at www.hearthousehospice.com.

made these
stepping stones in
our garden where
they plant flowers
in memory of their
Dad every spring.

Your gift will go to work immediately to help Heart House Hospice
continue to provide essential programs and services. They helped us through our difficult
loss and they continue to support us on our journey. Without their support and guidance,
I wouldn’t be where I am today.
If you too believe, as I do, that the programs that Heart House
Hospice provides are important, then this holiday season share
some comfort and joy! For every $250 donation you make,
a grieving child will get a teddy bear.
Your gift, especially at this time of the year, will enable
Heart House Hospice to continue to provide essential
services to so many grieving children and their families.

I still miss James; I miss hearing his voice, and his laughter.
The children miss his presence in their lives, his humour, doing
fun activities with him and all the love he gave them. I now know that loss leaves a heartache
no one can heal, but love leaves a memory no one can steal.
So, don’t forget to tell your loved ones how special they are to you. Here’s wishing you
and your family a Happy Holiday!
Sincerely,
Grace Belvedere
P.S. I have learned that hospice heals in many ways. Their counsellors, and volunteers
care for the entire family not just the patient. So, join me in helping Heart House
Hospice. Your donation before December 31, will ensure that you will get your 2018 charitable
tax receipt right away by email.

I still miss James,
I miss hearing his voice, and his
laughter.
The children miss his presence
in their lives, his humour, doing fun
activities with him and all the love he
gave them. I know that loss leaves a
heartache no one can heal, but love
MONTHLY DONATION OPTION

q YES! Here is my monthly gift of: q $5 q $10 q $15 q $25 (gives 1 child a teddy bear) q Other $ ________
q I have included a VOID cheque. Please debit my bank account in the amount above
q Please charge my credit card: q

q

Card Number:

You the Payor, may revoke your authorization at any time, (in writing or by phone) subject to
providing notice (not to exceed 30 days.) To obtain a sample cancellation form, or for more Name on Card:
information on your right to cancel a PAD Agreement, contact your financial institution or
visit www.cdnpay.ca.
Signature:

Expiry Date:

M M Y Y

Signature of Account Holder

Signature of joint Account Holder (if applicable) Phone:

Name (please print)

Name (please print)

Email:

Date

Date

This donation is being made on behalf of:
q an Individual
q a Business
(Monthly donations will be processed on the 15th of each month and
can be cancelled at any time)

You have certain recourse rights if any debit does not comply with this agreement. For
example, You have the right to receive reimbursement for any debit that is not authorized
or is not consistent with the PAD Agreement. To obtain more information on your recourse
rights, contact your financial institution or visit www.cdnpay.ca.
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Like most advertising creative people,
I never studied writing. Or grammar.
I could not tell a past participle
from a future tense.
For that expertise I have relied for years
on Ellen who, though my ex-wife, still
works with me on many projects.
Most people need a grammarfairy in the wings (like the one
alongside that she sent me).
But I am good at concepts, good at
expressing my client’s message and I
know good writing. Like most people in
the advertising business I too grew up
reading books. Not a lot, I confess but
when you came across a good one, you
absorb things like a sponge, like good
sentence structure almost by osmosis.
You learn to savour the writer’s
arrangement of words and if it moves
you, then you know it has touched
somebody else too. That’s why a
best seller becomes a best-seller
think of To Kill a Mocking Bird
or The Old Man and the Sea.
CONTINUES ...
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Coming from the advertising world,
when I moved into the charitable world
I had to learn that I was not dealing with
consumers who respond to commercial
ads, where they generally get something
back, like a product.
As a writers for charities we aren’t giving
people the opportunity to drive their
dream car, make huge savings on
their utility bills or get 0% interest on
their credit cards. We’re doing something
much harder: persuading people to give
money to help others, with little in return
except the good feeling of helping others.
I also know that when experts tell you
there’s only one way to write, which
many copywriting ‘gurus’ tend
to do, they’re lying.
Meryl Streep hit the nail on the head when
she said, “I try to get into the skin of the
person I am performing and I know that
the greatest gift of human expression is
that we have the power of empathy.”
That’s what she knows and that’s what she
shows so
beautifully
in her great
performances
that range
from portraying
Margret
Thatcher to Florence Foster Jenkins.

As a writer your job too is to get into
the skin of the charity you are writing
about and think like the donors. Walk
a mile in your beneficiary’s shoes to
understand their lives and how the issue
you want your donor’s help with
affects them.
So sprinkle your copy with first-person
quotes when you have them. Share
some of the seemingly trivial, everyday
struggles your case study faces. Include
surprising minute details to liven up
your copy.
Good writers are as varied as the
subject they write about, because they
come from different experiences.
Consider Hemingway or F. Scott
Fitzgerald. They couldn’t be more
different, yet both authors are
equally successful at drawing you
into the lives of their richly textured
and complex characters.
And both writers’ styles can potentially
be employed to deliver a hard-hitting
and inspiring fundraising letter.
CONTINUES ...
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So if you want to be a writer, first read
some good books.
Finally, fundraising communications
need to have one Focal Point. This
could be a phrase, object or keepsake
that will enable a connection between
beneficiary and donors and make the
story you’re telling come alive. Like
this mailing that used a live band
aid to talk about abused women.
BANDAGES alone cannot cover
the bruises, pain or the suffering
that abused and battered women
endure.
They cannot cover or hide the
agony and emotional turmoil that
abused women are subjected
to constantly.
They cannot cover the terror in
which women and their children
live.
They cannot cover the expenses
of educating women to take
protective action for themselves
and their children
They cannot cover our shame as a
society for letting this ever happen.

RULE 1.
MAKING THE MESSAGE RELEVANT TO YOUR AUDIENCE.
Here’s an example from my advertising days:
•

Shell Aviation

I don’t have the ad just the results.
Years ago when I was working at Ogilvy & Mather I was asked to create an ad for Shell
Aviation to run in every aviation magazine.

7
PAGE 7
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My pick of the month:

The video on the Great Ormond
Street Hospital Children’s
Charity’s website.

Started in a 17th century townhouse with just 10 beds and two physicians,
the Great Ormond Street Hospital Children’s Charity is one of the oldest
charities but with a very modern website.
This charity is 165 years old but it sure can teach newer ones how to create
a stunning website.

Watch their video.

Here’s the link: http://www.gosh.org/one-day-gosh

CONTINUES ...
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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